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]>is, OHG. des); feem from the prim. Germanic instru-
mental *Jjaimi, beside J?am with a from the plural J?a, £ara,
as in the dat. pi. fam. J»aet (Goth. ]?ata, Lat. is-tud,
Indg. *tod) ; ]>y, J»on are difficult to explain satisfactorily ;
they were chiefly used before the comparative of adverbs
and as a factor in adverbial and conjunctional phrases like
the Goth, instrumental pe, as J?on ma, the more, cp. Gothic
ni J>e haldis, none the more ; for ]>y, for fon, because, on
that account, slo, seo does not correspond to Goth, so,
but like OHG. siu, she, it was a new formation from the
prim. Germanic fern, pronoun *si l^= Gr. f; Goth, si, OHG,
si), she -f the Germanic fern, ending -6; *sio regularly
became sio, seo through the intermediate stage of sm
which is found in the Anglian dialect. The reason why
the new formation took place was probabty due to the fact
that the unaccented form of *si would have become se in
OE. and thus have fallen together with the masc. nom.
sing., cp. OE. w§, he from the prim. Germanic unaccented
forms *wiz, *x*z (§ 4e2) ; acc- 1P& (prim. Germanic *J)6n,
Goth. }>6, Gr. Dor. rav, Indg. *tam) is from the unaccented
form *}»a from which a new accented form J»a was formed ;
gen. J>sere from *f>aizj8z (cp. Skr. tdsyas, Indg. *tesjts)
with ai from the gen. plural; and similarly in the dat.
J>sere from *)>aizjai (cp. Skr. tasyai, Indg. *tesjai), beside
J>are from *}>aizai. PL nom. masc. }>a (= Goth. f>di, Gr.
tol) ; the old nom. was also used for the nom. and acc. all
genders ; gen. fara from prim. Germanic *J?aiz5n, Indg.
*tois5m (cp. the Goth, gen. pi. of adjectives, as blindaize,
•6), beside J>sera with se from J>sem; fsem (Goth. J>6im)
from prim. Germanic *]?aimiz, beside >am with a from the
genitive, which became J?an in late WS.
§ 466. The compound demonstrative pronoun £es, ]>is,
fios (>eos), tin's, was originally formed from the simple
demonstrative + the deictic particle -se, -si which is probably
related to Goth, sai, OHG. se, h!9 behold! Us earliest

